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On a Topological Characterization of the
Dilatation in E*

By Tatsuo HOMMA and Shin'ichi KINOSHITΛ

Introduction

A topological characterization of the dilatation in E2 has been
given by B. v. Kerekjartό [5P and recently in another form by us [2].
The purpose of this paper is to give a topological characterization
of the dilatation in E3. In fact we shall prove the following

Theorem. Let h be a homeomorphism of E3 onto itself satisfying
the following conditions:

(i) for each xζE3 the sequence hn(x] converges to the origin o when

n _> co and
(ii) for each χζEz except for o the sequence hn(x] converges to the

point at infinity when n -> — oo.
Then if h is sense preserving, h is topologically equivalent to the

transformation

χ,= ^χ>y,= l y > Z , = LZ

and if h is sense reversing, h is topologically equivalent to the trans-
formation

in Cartesian coordinates.

§ l

1. NOTATIONS. Throughout this paper h is a given homeo-
morphism of the 3-dimensional Euclidean space E3 onto itself given
by the assumption of our TKeorem.

Following notations will be used :

1) The numbers in the brackets refer to the references at the end of this paper.
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B (T) = the boundary of T.
Int(T) = T-B(T).

Sr — {#[ |#| = r] .

Let M and M' be two 2-manifolds in E\ M'<M means that M'
is contained in the bounded component of the complementary domain
of M. As an exceptional case we shall write 0<M which means
also that o is contained in the bounded component of the com-
plementary domain of M

2. Lemma 1. If T is a compact subset of E3, then the sequence
hn(T] converges to o when n — > oo and if T is a compact subset which
does not contain o, then the sequence hn(T) converges to the point at
infinity when n -* — oo.

This is a consequence of Lemmas 5 and 6 of

§ Γ)
Δ.

3. Now we shall prove the following

Lemma 2. Let T be a compact subset of Em and g a homeomorpMsm
of E'n onto itself such that

( i i )
(iii)

where n is a natural number. Let S be a positive real number. Then
there exists a compact subset T' such that

( )
( i i )
(iii)

And if T is a continuum, then T' is also a continuum.

PROOF. Put B(g"(T))r,B(T) = Cφ 0. Since C is compact and

g(C) Cg(B (gn(T)}} = B (gM(T}} C Int (T) ,

there exists a positive real number S0 such that

Let S < Min (£, δj and put

T'=
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It is easy to see that 7χ T' C U9(T) and that g ( T ' ) C T'. Now we
prove that gn(T') C Int (T'}. If * e T, then

Int (T) ̂ C C Int (T) u t/β(C) C Int (Γ') .

If x 6 C7δ(C), then

g(x] £g(UJC}} C Int (T) C Int (T'} .

Therefore gn(x) elnt (T7). Then we have gn(Tf) dint (T7).
From the above construction of T7 it follows that if T is a conti-

nuum, then T7 is also a continuum. Thus the proof of Lemma 2 is
complete.

It follows from Lemma 2 the following

Lemma 3. Let T be a compact subset of Em and g a homeomophism
of Em onto itself such that

( i i ) there exists a natural number N such that gN(T] <C Int (T).
Let 8 be a positive real number. Then there exists a compact subset T
such that

And if T is a continuum, then T is also a continuum.

4. Now we put

By Lemma 1 there exists a natural number AT" such that
Put

Clearly h(T)(^T, A ^ f T ) c^Int (T) and T is a continuum. Then by
Lemma 3 there exists a continuum T/ such that

( i ) V(^ T',
( i i ) / z ( T ' ) C I n t ( T ' ) .

From this fact it follows that there exists a polyhedral 2-manifold
M such that

REMARKS. It is to be remarked that the existence of M can also
be proved by the method used by Prof. H. Terasaka [9].

§ Q
ό.

5. In this paragraph we shall construct a piecewise linear ap-
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proximation h0 of h with suitable properties.
Let MO be a polyhedral 2-manifold homeomorphic to the poly-

hedral 2-manifold M given in §2. Let φ be a piece wise linear
homeomorphism of the product space M0x[ — 1, 1] into E3 such that

( i ) φ(M0xQ)=M,
( i i ) <p(M0xt)yM, where
(iii) φ(M0xt)<CM, where -
Then there exists a positive real number η such that

hφ(M0x[-η, η]}r\φ(M,*[- η, «?]) = 0

and that

A" 1 ^(Af 0 x[-f l 7 , *7]A0>(M0x[- 77, fl7]) = 0.

Now let ̂  be a homeomorphism of MQ x[— η, η] onto itself such that
( i ) if O^/^ ' l , then ty(mxtη} = ( w x f ϊ ί + ϊ)^) ,
( i i ) if -1 ^/^O, then ty(mxtη} = (mx (%t + %)η) ,

where meMQ.
Let ^j be a homeomorphism of £3 onto itself such that
( i ) for each x e E3 - h~lφ (M0 x [- η, ^) - φ (M, x [- 97, ̂ ])

/M*) =A (^) ,
( i i ) for each xeφ(MQ x[— <ηy 97])

A^Λ:) = hφγφ-l(x] ,
(iii) for each x£h~lφ(MQ x[— 97, 97])

AJtf)

By the construction of hl clearly

Now let 8 be a positive real number such that

and let /?0 be a piecewise linear homeomorphism of .Z?3 onto itself
such that

The existence of such a homeomorphism /?0 is proved by E. E. Moise
[7]. Clearly

( i ) A ί M X A o f M X M C A ό M M X A - M M ) ,
( i i ) all M, A0(M), Ag(M), ... and h^l(M), h^2(M), ... are polyhedral.

§4.

6. In this paragraph we shall define two modifications which will
be used in §5.
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The modification m1. Let M and M0 be two polyhedral 2-manifolds
in E3 such that M0<M Suppose that M0 is not a polyhedral 2-
sphere. Suppose further that there exist an (E3— M)-unknotted
polygon P on M and one of the associated disk2), say D(P), such that
D(P)r\M0 is the union of a (non-zero) finite number of mutually dis-
joint simple closed polygons Qt. Let D(Qi) be the polyhedral disk
bounded by Qt in D(P).

Under the above assumption we shall define the modification ml

as follows: For each Qt homotopic to 0 in M0 there exists one and
only one polyhedral disk D[Qi] on M0 whose boundary-polygon isQ*.
Put Qt <Qj, if D[Qt~\ C D[Qd Let Q0 be one of the minimal elements
(homotopic to 0 in Λf0) with respect to the above ordering. Let QΌ
be a simple closed polygon in D(P) sufficiently near to Q0 without
intersecting D(Q0). Then there exists a polyhedral disk Dx[Qo] whose
boundary-polygon is QΌ such that Df{Q^} is sufficiently near to D[QQ~]
and that

D'tQ'0^D(P)=QΌ and D'[_Q^M0 = Q .
Put

m((D(P)} = (D(P) -D(QΌ))\JD'[_QΌ~].

This is a modification of D(P). If we repeat this modification step
by step as long as possible, then we have an associated disk mί(D(P)}9

which will be called the associated disk deduced from D(P) by the
modification mλ.

It should be pointed out that the added part to D(P) by the
modification m1 is sufficiently near to M0.

If Qi <C D[Qj~] for some Q} homotopic to 0 in M0, then Qt is
homotopic to 0 in M From this fact it follows that m1(D(P)) Γ\MQ

consists of only a finite number of simple closed polygons not homo-
topic to 0 in M.

7. The modification mz. Let M be a polyhedral 2-manifold in E3

with genus p. Let P be an (£3-M)-unknotted polygon on M and D(P)
one of the associated disks.. Then there exist a simple closed polygon
Pr on M sufficiently near to P without intersecting P and a polyhedral
disk D'(P'} whose boundary-polygon is Pr such that Df(Pf] is suffici-
ently near to D(P) and that

D'(P')r\D(P)=Q and D'(P'}r\M=P.

2) Let P be an (E3-JV)-unknotted polygon in M and D(P) one of the associated disks.
Hereafter it is always assumed that D(P) is a polyhedral disk, where the boundary-polygon
of D(P) is P, such that D(P)OM=P and that A7O(D(P)-P)=0. (See [3]).
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Let R be the ring bounded by P and P' in M. Put

mz(M) = (M - R) \jD(P)\jD'(P') .

This modification will be called the modification m2 of M along D(P).
If P is not homologous to 0 in M, then m2(M) is a polyhedral

2-manifold with genus p — 1. If P is homologous to 0 in M", then
m2(M) consists of two polyhedral 2-manifolds Mf and M" with genus
pr and p" ', where p' +p" =p. And if P is homologous to 0 but not
homotopic to 0 in M, then p* <^p and p" <^p hold.

8. In this paragraph we shall obtain by modifying the polyhedral
2-manifold M a polyhedral 2-sphere S such that 0</2(S)<S. If the
genus p of M is equal to 0, then we have already the required 2-
sphere. If p ]> 0, we are only to prove that there exists a polyhedral
2 -manifold M' of genus p' smaller than p such that 0<A(M')<M'.
Assume therefore that the genus of M is different from 0.

By a theorem of T. Homma [3] there exists at least one (E3 — M)-
unknotted polygon on M not homotopic to 0 in M. It is easy to see
that for each (E3— M)-unknotted polygon P on M there exists one
of the associated disks say D(P) such that D(P)r\o = Q. Therefore
if h0 is a piecewise linear approximation sufficiently near to h, then
there is a natural number N such that there exists an (E3—M)-
unknotted polygon P1 on M not homotopic to 0 in M and one of the
associated disks, say /^(PJ, satisfying the conditions

Dι(Pι}r\h%(M) = 0 and Dl(Pl}r\h^N(M} = 0 .

Hereafter we assume that h0 is such a piecewise linear approximation
sufficiently near to h.

Let M0 be a polyhedral 2-manifold such that 0<M0<M. Let P
be an (E3— M)-unknotted polygon on Mand D(P) one of -the associated
disks such that J5(P)AM 0 ΦO. Let 6 be a positive real number. It
is also easy to see that there exists one of the associated disks say
Z)2(P) such that D2(P)r\MQ is the union of a finite number of mutually
disjoint simple closed polygons and that D2(P) C] Ue(D(P)).

The similar statement holds for a polyhedral 2-manifold M'Q such
that

9. Now we shall prove the following proposition.

(*) Suppose that there exist an (E3 — M)-unknotted polygon P on M
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not homotopic to 0 in M and one of the associated disks, say D(P), such
that

D(P)n/zg(M)Φθ and D(P) nh%+l(M) = 0 ,

where n is a natural number. Then there exists an (E3 — M — h%(M) —
h^n(M))-unknotted polygon on M not homotopic to 0 in M.

PROOF. By the above arguments there exists one of the associated
disks, say DQ(P), such that D0(P)r\hn(M) is the union of a finite number
of mutually disjoint simple closed polygons and that D0(P)r\h%+1(M) = 0.

If D0(P)r\h^(M) = 0, then P itself is the required polygon. Now
suppose that DQ(P)r\h%(M) φ 0. Using the modification m19 we have
one of the associated disks, say m^D^P}}, such that m^(D^(P}}f\h^(M}
consists of only a finite number 5 of mutually disjoint simple closed
polygons not homotopic to 0 in hζ(M) and that m1(D0(P))r\h%+1(M)=Q.

If s = 0, then m^D^P}} r\hζ(M) = 0. Therefore P is again the
required polygon. Now we assume that s ̂ > 0. Let Q be one of the
innermost simple closed polygons in the associated disk m^D^P)).
Then it is easy to see that Q is an (E3 - hn

0(M) - h%+1(M) - M)-
unknotted polygon on tiξ(M) not homotopic to 0 in A;(M). Put P0=hόn(Q)
Then P0 is an (E3 - M - h0(M) - ^n(M))-unknotted polygon on M
not homotopic to 0 in M. Therefore P is the required polygon and
the proof of (*) is complete.

Similarly we have the following proposition.

(**) Suppose that there exist an (E3 — M}-unknotted polygon P on
M not homotopic to 0 in M and one of the associated disks say D(P)
such that

D(P) r\ h»n(M) Φ 0 and D(P)r\ Aj<n+1>(M) = 0 .

Then there exists an (E3 — M — h%(M] — h^n(M}}-unknotted polygon on M
not homotopic to 0 in M.

By the arguments in Nr. 8 and propositions (*) and (**) we see
immediately that there exists an (E3 — M— hQ(M) — /^(Mjj-unknotted
polygon P on M not homotopic to 0 in M.

Since h(M)<^h0(M)€M^h^l(M)^h-1(M)9 we see also that there
exists an (E3 — M — h(M) — /r^MD-unknotted polygon P on M not
homotopic to 0 in M.

10. If above given P is not homologous to 0 in M, then by the
modification m2 of M along an associated disk we have a polyhedral
2-manifold M' with genus p'=p - 1 such that
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If P is homologous to 0 in M, then by the modification m2 of M
along an associated disk we have two polyhedral 2-manifolds M[ and
Ml with genus p{ <^p and pζ <£, where p{ + pζ =p. It is easy to
see that one of M[ and Mζ say M' has the property o <A(M')<M'.

Then by the arguments in Nr. 8 we have a polyhedral 2-sphere
S such that

§6.

11. Since S is a polyhedral 2-sphere and A ( S ) A S = 0 , it is easy
to see that S\jh(S] is semi-locally tamely imbedded in E3. Then by
a theorem of E. E. Moise [8] there exists a homeomorphism gλ of
E3 onto itself such that

( i ) £1(0) = 0 ,
( i i ) g1(x)=x for every xeS,
(in) gιh(S) is polyhedral,
(iv) d(x, g1(x))<td(S9 h(S)) for every xeE*.
Since g1h(S)<^Sy by a theorem of Alexander-Moise [1] [6] there

exists a homeomorphism g2 of E3 onto itself such that
( i ) g2gι(o) = o9

( ϋ ) g,g1(S) = S 2 9

(iii) g2g1h(S) = Sl.
Using the polar coordinates in J53, for each x = (^>, ψ, 2) e S2 put

=/(9>, ψ , 2) = (9/, ψ/, 1) =g2glhg?gfl(x)

and put

/'(^-ψ, 2) = ( ,̂ ψ', 2).

Then /7 is a homeomorphism of S2 onto itself.

12. Now we assume that h is sense preserving. Then it is easy
to see that /' is a sense preserving homeomorphism of S2 onto itself.
Therefore by the deformation theorem of Tietze (See for instance
[4]) there exists a family of homeomorphisms ft(φ, ψ1, 2) = (φt, ψ^, 2),
where 0<ί/<;l, such that f0=f and that /j is the identity mapping
of S2. Now we define a homeomorphism FQ of the closure of the
domain bounded by S1 and S2 onto itself as follows :

where 0 ̂  ί ̂  1. This homeomorphism jP0 can be extended to a
homeomorphism F of E3 onto itself as follows : If x = (<p, ψ*, r), where

then there exists one and only one integer n such that
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Put
F(x) = F(φ, ^ r)=g2glk

ngrlgϊlF0(φ, ψ>, 2V)
and

F(φ, ^ 0) = (φ, ψ , 0) .

Now let H be the transformation

H(φ, -ψ , r) = (φ, ψ , ir).

Then it will be seen that

for every χζE\ For if Λ: = 6), then

F-*g2glhg?g?

is evident. If # = (<p, ψ , r), where l<2nr <^2, then

Ϋ, r)

g2gίh
ng^g^F0(φ) ψ, 2V)

?F,(φ, ψ, 2V)

?FQ(φ, ψ , 2Λ + 1.ir)

= (^, ψ , ir) - #(<?, ψ , r) .

Thus /z is topologically equivalent to if and the proof of the
first part of our Theorem is complete.

The second part of our Theorem, where h is sense reversing, can
be proved similarly.

(Received March 25, 1954)
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